Energetic ion, atom, and molecule reactions and excitation in low-current H2 discharges: model.
Models of the elastic, inelastic, and reactive collisions of energetic hydrogen ions, atoms, and molecules are developed for predicting H_{alpha} and H2 near-uv emission, H_{alpha} Doppler profiles, and ion energy distributions for low-pressure, low-current discharges in H2 . The model is applied to spatially uniform electric field E to gas density N ratios of 350 Td< or =E/N< or =45 kTd and 8 x10;{19}< or =Nd< or =10 x10;{21} m;{-2} , where d is the electrode separation and 1 Td=10;{-21} V m;{2} . Mean ion energies at the cathode are 5-1500 eV. Cross sections for H+ , H2+ , H3+ , H, H2 , and excited H(n=3) collisions with H2 and reflection probabilities from electrodes are updated and summarized. Spatial and energy distributions of ions and fast neutrals are calculated using a "multibeam" technique. At the lower E/N and Nd , electron excitation of H_{alpha} dominates near the anode. Excitation of H_{alpha} by fast H atoms near the cathode increases rapidly with pressure through a multistep reaction sequence. At higher E/N , fast H atoms produced at the cathode surface excite much of the H_{alpha} . The model agrees with experimental spatial distributions of H_{alpha} emission and Doppler profiles. Ion energy distributions agree with experiments only for H2+ . Cross sections are derived for excitation of the near-uv continuum of H2 by H atoms.